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Production of coronal stops by
simultaneous bilingual adults*
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This study investigated acoustic-phonetics of coronal stop production by adult simultaneous bilingual and monolingual
speakers of Canadian English (CE) and Canadian French (CF). Differences in the phonetics of CF and CE include voicing
and place of articulation distinctions. CE has a two-way voicing distinction (in syllable initial position) contrasting shortand long-lag VOT; coronal stops in CE are described as alveolar. CF also has a two-way voicing distinction, but contrasting
lead and short-lag VOT; coronal stops in CF are described as dental. Acoustic analyses of stop consonants for both VOT and
dental/alveolar place of articulation are reported. Results indicate that simultaneous bilingual as well as monolingual adults
produce language-specific differences, albeit not in the same way, across CF and CE for voicing and place. Similarities and
differences between simultaneous bilingual and monolingual adults are discussed to address phonological organization in
simultaneous bilingual adults.

Introduction
In recent years there has been increased interest in the
speech produced by children exposed to two languages
from birth. A majority of the studies on the developing
phonology of children exposed to two languages rely
on transcription data to characterize speech production
behavior in the two languages of the simultaneous
bilingual child (Leopold, 1949/1970; Vogel, 1975; CelceMurcia, 1978;Schnitzer and Krasinski, 1994, 1996;
Johnson and Lancaster, 1998).
Although transcription data provide a summary of
the entire phonological system of the individual being
tested, getting a fine-grained account of language-specific
characteristics from transcription studies is problematic.
As Macken and Barton (1980) point out, sub-phonemic
differences between two physically (acoustically or
articulatorily) non-identical tokens may not be detected
by the mature phonological system of the adult listener
(e.g. /r/–/l/ differences to a Japanese transcriber) for
numerous reasons. Simultaneous bilingual children may
use secondary cues that are appropriate, but not adequate
in the absence of the primary cue to signal contrasts. They
may use cues inappropriate for the speech community
or be more or less variable in the underlying gesture,
or temporal or spectral acoustic cues – differences that
may remain imperceptible. Thus, differences between
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segments produced by simultaneous bilinguals are likely
to be underestimated due to the limitations of the
transcriber’s perceptual system.
Instrumental analyses provide a consistent and reliable
approach to measuring language-specific implementation
in the two languages of bilinguals. Previous research using
acoustic analyses of productions by children exposed to
two languages from birth has focused on differences in the
implementation of voicing across the two languages of the
bilingual as measured by voice onset time (VOT; Watson,
1990; Khattab, 2000; Johnson and Wilson, 2002). VOT
is a significant acoustic correlate of the voiced–voiceless
distinction across the world’s languages, and probably the
most widely reported measure. In their seminal crosslanguage investigation, Lisker and Abramson (1964)
describe VOT as the time interval between the burst that
signals the release of the stop closure and the onset of
periodicity indicative of laryngeal vibration. Typically,
VOT values less than 0 ms are referred to as lead VOT,
values between 0 and 30 ms as short-lag VOT and values
greater than 30 ms as long-lag VOT.
Johnson and Wilson (2002) present developmental
VOT production data from two sisters, 4 years and
8 months old and 2 years and 10 months old, both
exposed to Japanese and English from birth. Japanese and
English, both have a two-way distinction between voiced
and voiceless stops at all places of articulation. However,
the VOT pattern signaling the voicing contrast is different
in the two languages. English speakers typically produce
voiced stops with short-lag (or sometimes lead) VOT
whereas they produce voiceless stops with long-lag VOT.
In Japanese, voiced stops are typically produced with lead
VOT (or sometimes short-lag VOT) whereas voiceless
stops are produced with either short- or long-lag VOT
(Homma, 1980). Because both girls were aware that their
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mother (Japanese) and father (Canadian English) spoke
different languages, the authors elicited tokens in the two
languages by asking the children what their mother/father
would call pictured objects. Sessions were recorded in
the presence of both parents. Johnson and Wilson (2002)
report that only the 4-year-old produced voiceless stops
with different VOT values in the two languages. Neither
of the two sisters differentiated between voiced stops in
Japanese and English; in both languages /d/ was produced
with short-lag VOT. Johnson and Wilson also indicate that
both sisters sounded native-like in the two languages. Note
that, in this case, transcription data would have obscured
differences in VOT evident in the acoustic analyses.
Johnson and Wilson’s study has several limitations.
As mentioned previously, neither of the two bilingual
children with simultaneous exposure in Japanese and
English studied by Johnson and Wilson produced voiced
stops with lead VOT. Because monolingual children have
also been reported to have difficulty producing lead VOT
(Zlatin and Koenigsknecht, 1976; Macken and Barton,
1980), the absence of lead VOT in voiced stops produced
by bilingual children may not be a consequence of their
exposure to two languages. It has been suggested that
production of lead VOT requires motorically complex
timing of laryngeal and oral gestures (Kent, 1992) and,
consequently, is difficult for children with immature
sensory and motor systems. In the absence of data from
monolingual children using a comparable methodology, it
is not possible to distinguish between the two accounts.
Furthermore, Johnson and Wilson recorded the children
in the presence of both parents, encouraging a bilingual
‘mode’. There is substantial evidence that language
mode influences speech production and perception by
simultaneous bilinguals and L2 learners (Lanza, 1992;
Genesee, Boivin and Nicoladis, 1996; Grosjean, 1997;
Treffers-Daller, 1997). Specifically, recording bilingual
speakers in bilingual settings is thought to activate both
languages simultaneously; as a consequence, languagespecific differences between the two languages are likely
to be underestimated.
Research in Khattab (2000), comparing VOT data
from older children exposed to Arabic and English from
birth, and their monolingual peers, presents evidence
to disambiguate differences relating to developmental
immaturity and dual language exposure. Like Japanese,
Arabic also has a two-way voicing distinction. In Arabic,
voiced stops are produced with lead VOT whereas
voiceless stops are produced sometimes with shortlag and sometimes with long-lag VOT (Yeni-Komshian,
Caramazza and Preston, 1977). Khattab (2000) analyzed
stop consonants produced by 3 bilingual children aged 5,
7 and 10 and their monolingual peers. Bilingual children
were asked to name pictures in two sessions, one in
each language with different interlocutors. Khattab (2000)
reports that the children with simultaneous exposure

produced voiceless stops in the two languages like their
monolingual peers – in English with long-lag VOT and in
Arabic, (with the exception of the 5-year-old) with shortlag VOT. Similar to the results reported by Johnson and
Wilson (2002), the monolingual Arabic children but not
the bilingual children produced voiced tokens in Arabic
with lead VOT. The bilingual children produced Englishlike, short-lag VOT for voiced tokens in both languages.
However, all the children, except the 5-year-old, produced
significantly different values of VOT for voiced stops in
English and Arabic. Because monolingual children of the
same age were able to produce lead VOT, the inability of
bilingual children to produce lead VOT is not likely to be
due to the developmental immaturity of their sensorymotor systems. It is more likely to be a consequence
of the language-experience of these bilingual children –
either due to the more limited (or more varied) exposure
to Arabic received by bilingual children, the relative
difficulty of producing lead VOT, or a combination of
these factors.
Because both Johnson and Wilson (2002) and Khattab
(2000) report data from one subject at each age for
different language pairs, their findings have limited
generalizability. In a larger study, Watson (1990) presents
VOT data from five children per group, aged 6, 8 and 10,
exposed to both British English and European French from
birth, their monolingual peers and monolingual adults.
European French has a two-way voicing distinction;
voiced stops are produced with lead VOT whereas voiceless stops are produced with short-lag VOT (Caramazza
and Yeni-Komshian, 1974; Watson, 1990). The bilingual
children tested by Watson were resident in Paris, had at
least one English-speaking parent, were being educated
bilingually and were chosen with the help of teachers
as having native-like performance in both languages.
Children were asked to repeat words presented by a
different interlocutor in each language. Similar to Johnson
and Wilson (2002) and Khattab (2000), Watson also
reports that bilingual children at all three ages produced
voiceless stops in English and French with different VOT
values, but they produced voiced stops in both languages
with similar, short-lag VOT. However, unlike data reported
in Khattab (2000), Watson’s bilingual children produced
VOT values comparable to their monolingual peers at
all ages. Thus, the group data from Watson’s study
provides no evidence for a delay in the ability of bilingual
children to produce appropriate VOT values for voiced
and voiceless stops in their two languages.
Because voicing can be signaled by cues other than
VOT (Summerfield and Haggard, 1977; Lisker, 1978;
Ohde, 1984), Watson also presents data on onset of
fundamental frequency, onset of first formant frequency
and length of following vowel for all groups. Children with
simultaneous exposure produced greater differences in F1
onset frequency in French and began to produce the vowel
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length distinction that signals voicing difference earlier
than their monolingual peers. It is important to note that
although the bilingual children in Watson’s study differed
in phonetic implementation from their monolingual peers,
adult listeners in both languages perceived bilingual
children as being native-like. Thus, Watson (1990, 1996)
suggests that the speech production of bilingual children
may be qualitatively different from their monolingual
peers while remaining perceptually undetected by native
listeners.
Results from Watson’s study underscore the need
for measuring more than one acoustic correlate
of phonetic/phonological distinctions of interest. The
differences between lead VOT produced by monolingual
and simultaneous bilingual children reported by Khattab
(2000) and F1 onset and vowel length reported by
Watson (1990) are consistent with differences in rate
of development between bilinguals and monolinguals.
However, Watson’s report of differences in F1 onset and
vowel length, but not VOT, point to qualitative or pattern
differences between bilingual and monolingual children.
In the absence of data from adult simultaneous bilinguals,
it is not possible to determine whether differences between
children learning one and two languages are best described
as differences in rate or as pattern of development.
To date, Guion (2003) presents the only acoustic
data on speech production by simultaneous bilingual
adults. Her study of Quichua- and Spanish-speaking
adults suggests that differences between monolingual and
simultaneous bilingual children are related to differences
in rate of development. Guion (2003) compared F1 and F2
for vowels produced by speakers exposed to both Quichua
and Spanish from birth, Spanish monolinguals, and early,
mid and late L2 learners of Spanish. The late L2 learners
were native Quichua speakers exposed to Spanish between
15 and 25 years of age who had not learned to produce
any vowel categories in Spanish. This group served as
a native Quichua control because monolingual Quichua
speakers were not available. Ecuadorian Quichua has a
three-vowel inventory, /i a u/, whereas Spanish has a
five-vowel inventory, /i e a o u/. The early L2 learners
(age of acquisition between 5 and 7 years) were not
significantly different from monolingual Spanish speakers
in their production of Spanish vowels; however, they
were significantly different from native Quichua speakers
in their production of Quichua vowels. In contrast,
simultaneous bilinguals produced vowels in Quichua
comparable to native Quichua speakers and produced
vowels in Spanish comparable to Spanish monolinguals.
Guion’s (2003) data suggest that only adults exposed to
two languages from birth produce vowel categories similar
to both monolingual groups.
However, because all the developmental data on
bilingual children is on VOT production, there is a need
for empirical data on VOT from simultaneous bilingual
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adults. There is also a need for further research comparing
monolingual and bilingual production of other consonant
features and segments. Such data will help determine
whether differences observed between monolingual and
bilingual children relate to differences in rate or pattern of
acquisition. If simultaneous input in two languages only
alters the rate of acquisition, differences between bilingual
and monolingual production should be observed only
during development and simultaneous bilingual adults
should resemble monolingual adults. On the other hand, if
differences between monolingual and bilingual children
are indicative of differences in pattern of development,
differences between the two groups can be expected to
persist into adulthood.
Data from simultaneous bilingual adults are also
pertinent to our understanding of the extensive literature
on speech production behavior of second language
(L2) learners exposed sequentially to two languages
(Caramazza, Yeni-Komshian, Zurif and Carbone, 1973;
Flege and Eefting, 1987a, b; Mack, 1989; Hazan and
Boulakia, 1993; Grosjean and Miller, 1994; Flege,
Munro and MacKay, 1995; Flege, Takagi and Mann,
1995; Flege, Schirru and MacKay, 2003). Studies of L2
learners typically involve two questions: Do L2 learners
systematically distinguish between productions in L1
and L2? Are they different from native or monolingual
controls?
This is illustrated in the classic study by Caramazza
et al. (1973). They compared VOT implementation in
Canadian English (CE) and Canadian French (CF) by
monolingual CE and CF speakers and native speakers
of CF who had begun to acquire CE before 7 years
of age. Caramazza et al. report that for isolated words
in syllable initial position, both CE and CF have twoway voicing distinctions for stops. However, the VOT
pattern signaling the voicing contrast is different in the
two languages. Monolingual CE speakers, like American
English speakers, typically produce voiced stops with
short-lag (or sometimes lead) VOT whereas they produce
voiceless stops with long-lag VOT. Monolingual CF
speakers produce voiced stops with lead VOT or shortlag VOT, whereas they produce voiceless stops with a
short-lag VOT.
Caramazza et al. (1973) report that early L2 learners
of CE produced significantly different VOT for voiceless
stops in CE and CF, but were still significantly different
from monolingual speakers. They produced /t/ in French
(28 ms) like monolingual CF speakers (23 ms); however,
they produced /t/ in English (48 ms) with compromise
or intermediate VOT values, falling between the VOT
for voiceless stops by monolingual CE (70 ms) and
CF speakers (23 ms). Caramazza et al. do not report
means or statistical comparisons of VOT for voiced stops.
However, from the frequency distribution of VOT values
presented in their paper, it appears that early L2 learners
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produce similar VOT values for /d/ in CE and CF. In
both languages, voiced tokens are produced with lead
VOT or short-lag VOT. Thus, Caramazza et al.’s data
provide evidence for language-specific production of VOT
by early L2 learners for /t/, but not /d/, that is different
from the VOT values produced by monolinguals.
Based on differences between production by L2
learners and L1 controls, several authors have concluded
that L2 learners are unable to form distinct systems for
L1 and L2. Instead, mutual influences of L1 and L2
determine production and perception of sounds in the two
languages of L2 learners (for reviews see Best, 1995;
Flege, 1995; Guion, 2003). However, interactions that
cause L2 learners to differ from monolinguals could result
from the later age of acquisition of the second language
in L2 learners or simply be due to early exposure to two
languages. If mutual influences, i.e. interactions between
the two languages of L2 learners are due to the later
age of acquisition of the second language, simultaneous
bilingual adults are not expected to be different from
monolinguals. To address this question, in the current
study, speech production by simultaneous bilingual adults
was compared with production by monolinguals.

The present study
The present study was designed to investigate speech
production by adult simultaneous bilinguals. For this
purpose, coronal stops produced by adults who have
been exposed to CE and CF from birth were analyzed
acoustically. CE and CF coronal stops differ in voicing
as well as place of articulation. Voicing differences in CE
and CF can be captured by differences in VOT as shown
by Caramazza et al. (1973) and replicated by Sundara
(2005).
Like American English, in initial position, CE coronal
stops are phonetically transcribed as alveolar whereas
CF coronal stops are transcribed as dental (Picard,
1987, 2001). Currently, there are no articulatory data
confirming that CE tokens are alveolar and CF tokens
dental. However, for ease of description, coronal stops in
the two languages will be referred to by their phonetic
descriptions.
Acoustic differences between coronal stops thought
to differ in dental and alveolar place have been
previously analyzed using relative burst intensity and
burst spectral measures as indexed by mean, standard
deviation, skewness and kurtosis of burst frequency
(Jongman, Blumstein and Lahiri, 1985; Stoel-Gammon,
Williams and Buder, 1994). Compared to CF stops, bursts
associated with CE stops are louder, have a higher burst
frequency and are more compact as measured by standard
deviation, with a more peaked spectral shape as measured
by the kurtosis of burst frequency (Sundara, 2005).

In this study, simultaneous bilingual and monolingual1
adults were recorded while producing /d/- and /t/initial words in sentences. Coronal stops produced by
monolinguals and bilinguals were analyzed for differences
in VOT, relative burst intensity and burst spectral
measures. Data from monolingual subjects were included
to establish acoustic characteristics of voicing and place
differences between coronal stops in CE and CF, and
also to allow for direct comparisons between productions
by monolinguals and bilinguals. Data from bilingual
subjects were used to address two specific questions.
First, do bilinguals produce language-specific differences
in voicing and place in CE and CF? Second, how (if at all)
do bilinguals differ from the monolingual groups? This is
the first set of data on acoustic implementation of voicing
and place differences in adults who have been exposed to
two languages simultaneously from birth.
Method
Subjects
Seventeen adults (mean age = 24; range = 22–35) were
recorded. Six were monolingual speakers of CE (3 male &
3 female); six were monolingual speakers of CF (3 male &
3 female); and five (2 male and 3 female) were simultaneous bilingual CE/CF speakers. The subjects had
no history of speech, language, or hearing impairment.
Each subject’s language background was assessed using
a detailed language questionnaire, including self-ratings
of language ability using a scale from 1 to 7, where 7
represents native-like ability and 1 represents no ability.
This was followed by an interview with a proficient
bilingual research assistant. A language sample describing
a picture story (“Frog, where are you?” by Mayer, 1969)
was collected from each subject. These samples were
presented to three monolingual speakers of CF and CE.
They were asked to rate the sample on a scale from 1 to 7,
where 7 represents native-like ability and 1 represents no
ability.
To be included in the monolingual CE (or CF) group,
subjects had to meet the following five criteria. First,
subject’s parents were monolingual speakers of CE (or
CF). Second, subjects were schooled only in CE (or CF).
Third, they rated their ability in their native language with
a minimum of 6 on a scale of 1–7 (where 7 represents
native-like ability and 1 represents no ability at all). If
they had any knowledge of the non-native language, they
rated it below 3 on the same scale. This was necessary
1

Although most people educated in Canada receive some formal
instruction in both languages at school, this instruction is mainly in
reading and writing with minimal emphasis on speaking or listening
skills. The term monolingual is used here to describe native speakers
with little or no proficiency in any other language.
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Table 1. Test words in Canadian English and Canadian
French. Only word initial /d/ and /t/s were analyzed
Canadian English
docile
doctor
dopey
dodo
deadly
despot
dagger
dapper

toffee
topic
total
topaz
textile
texture
tablet
taxi

Canadian French
docile
docteur
doper
dodo
detter
despote
dadais
datcha

toffee
topique
total
topaz
textile
texture
tablette
taxi

as most people in Canada receive some education in
the other language. The bilingual interviewer confirmed
their proficiency in the non-native language during the
interview. Fourth, they had spent no time in a foreign
country where a language other than their native language
was spoken. Fifth, native CE (or CF) listeners rated their
speech sample with a minimum of 6 on a scale from 1 to 7.
To be included in the simultaneous bilingual group,
subjects had to meet the following five criteria. First,
subjects had learned both CE and CF simultaneously at
home from their parents, each of whom was a native
speaker of one language and communicated with the
subject primarily in that language. Second, their schooling
was completed either in bilingual schools, or at different
points in CE and CF. Third, subjects rated their knowledge
of both languages with a minimum of 6 on a scale of 1–
7. A fluently bilingual interviewer confirmed their selfratings of level of proficiency in both languages during
the interview. Fourth, they lived in bilingual areas like
Montreal or the Ottawa region and were using both
languages consistently within the home and the work
context. Fifth, native CE and CF listeners rated their
speech samples in both languages with a minimum of
6 on a scale from 1 to 7.
Six additional monolingual subjects (2 CE male and
1 CE female; 2 CF female and 1 CF male) were recorded
but excluded from the analyses because native listeners
rated their speech samples lower than 6. Five additional
bilingual subjects (3 male and 2 female) were also
recorded, but excluded from analyses because native
listeners rated their speech samples in one (or both)
language lower than 6.
Stimuli
All subjects were recorded producing target bisyllabic
real words (Table 1) with coronal stops in word initial
position in a soundproof booth using a tabletop AKG
C1000S microphone and a Tascam DA-30 digital audio
recorder. Subjects read target words, twice produced in
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sentences, followed by twice in isolation. The English
words were produced in the carrier phrase “Now I say –
again”; the French words were produced in the carrier
phrase “Maintenant je dis – encore.” Only the tokens
produced in sentence context are reported here. Different
interlocutors recorded bilinguals in two separate sessions,
one in CE and one in CF. The first author conducted the
English sessions; all subjects were aware that she was a
native speaker of Indian English and her communication
skills in CF were very limited. A Spanish and French
bilingual research assistant conducted the French sessions.
Although the research assistant did speak English, having
learned it at school, her English was accented and subjects
were aware that she was not very comfortable conversing
in English and clearly preferred French. The sessions and
testers were kept separate to ensure that bilinguals were in
a (relatively) monolingual mode. The order of recording in
the two languages was counterbalanced across subjects.
Acoustic data from isolated word productions by these
monolingual speakers are reported in Sundara (2005).
Phonologically similar words were selected from the
two languages to minimize differences in the target
coronal stop due to differences in the phonetic context
in which it was produced in the two languages. Care
was taken to ensure that the consonant following the
target syllable was a fricative, affricate or stop, so
that the syllable boundary could be easily identified on
the spectrographic and waveform display. Additionally,
articulatory descriptions of vowels following coronal
stops in the target words (/ε/, /æ/, /o/ and /O/)
were identical across the two languages (Picard, 1987,
2001). Vowel formants were measured at midpoint to
confirm overlap in acoustic space for CE and CF
tokens. Because few monosyllabic words met the abovementioned criteria, bisyllabic words were used despite
differences in phrasal accent allocation in CE and CF.
Although there is little research on the effect of phrasal
accent on burst intensity and spectral measures, a recent
study (Cole, Choi, Kim and Hasegawa-Johnson, 2003)
indicates that at least within English, burst amplitude in
accented and unaccented syllables was not significantly
different. Tokens were digitized at 22050 Hz and 16-bit
quantization. Subsequently, the initial CV was excised
from each target word. Acoustic analyses are reported for
these syllables.
Tokens excluded
Monolingual as well as bilingual speakers produced /d/
tokens in CF without clear bursts. Of the monolingual
speakers, one male and two female speakers produced 25,
16.7 and 45.4% of the tokens without clear bursts. Of
the bilingual speakers, two male and two female speakers
produced 36, 17, 7 and 20% of the tokens without clear
bursts. Stops without clear bursts were also observed for
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voiced stops produced at other places of articulation,
in initial as well as medial position. Number of tokens
produced without clear bursts were comparable across
monolingual and bilingual speakers; they were excluded
from all analyses.
Acoustic analyses
A total of 602 tokens, 322 CE (178 produced by
monolinguals and 144 by bilinguals) and 280 CF tokens
(150 produced by monolinguals and 130 by bilinguals)
were analyzed using PRAAT (Boersma and Weenink,
2005). To analyze vowel formants, VOT, burst intensity
and burst spectral properties of /d/ and /t/ in each excised
CV, five cursor positions were identified using a waveform
display supplemented by a wide-band spectrographic
display: onset of first periodic pattern before the burst
(if any), onset of the burst, offset of the burst, onset of
first periodic pattern after the burst signaling vowel onset
and vowel offset.
VOT was measured as the time between the onset of
the first clearly periodic pattern and the onset of the burst
(Lieberman and Blumstein, 1988). Only tokens where
the glottal vibration was continuous with the burst were
considered to have lead VOT. This was done in order to
distinguish between lead VOT and the glottal vibration
associated with the preceding vowel.
Burst intensity and shape of the burst spectrum were
calculated over the entire burst beginning at consonantal
release. Size of the analysis window thus varied from
token to token; it was determined by the duration of burst.
When calculating burst intensity measures for voiceless
aspirated stops in CE, aspiration was not included in
the analysis window. To adjust for differences in overall
intensity across speakers, relative burst intensity (RI) was
calculated by subtracting the intensity of the burst (in dB)
from the maximum intensity of the following vowel (in
dB). On this measure, a softer burst is expected to have a
greater intensity difference from the subsequent vowel.
Shape of the burst spectrum as characterized by
the 4 spectral moments – mean, standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis – was measured (Forrest, Weismer,
Milenkovic and Dougall, 1988; Stoel-Gammon et al.,
1994). The four spectral moments index four independent
features of the energy distribution over frequency to
derive average energy concentration (mean frequency)
and spectral shape as indexed by spread of frequency
around the mean (standard deviation), the symmetry
or tilt of the distribution (skewness) and the degree
of its peakedness (kurtosis). Mean, standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis of burst frequency were derived
from the power spectra over the entire burst duration for
frequencies up to 11025 Hz. Bursts were pre-emphasized
prior to making spectral measurements. Voiced tokens in
CF, and sometimes in CE, are produced with prevoicing.

Prevoicing is characterized by regular low frequency
glottal vibration during stop closure and sometimes
through the burst. To compare intensity and spectral
measures for voiced and voiceless stop consonants, all
stops with lead VOT were filtered using a 200 Hz highpass filter to remove the effects of voicing (a similar
technique was used by Jongman et al., 1985).
Formant frequencies (F1 and F2) are useful for
distinguishing vowels acoustically. Thus, F1 and F2 were
measured at mid-point between vowel onset and offset
to confirm that the vowels in CE and CF overlapped
acoustically.2 For each vowel, monolingual and bilingual
speakers of both genders showed considerable overlap in
the formant frequencies of CE and CF tokens. Compared
to the vowel space in CE, the CF vowel space was shifted
upward in F2 and downward in F1 for both male and
female speakers.
Results
Results from the analyses are presented in three sections.
First, a comparison of monolingual CE and CF speakers’
productions is presented. Then, a comparison of bilingual
speakers’ productions in CE and CF are presented;
analyses are reported to determine whether or not
bilingual speakers produce language-specific differences
in the two languages. In both sections, results for VOT are
summarized, followed by results on burst amplitude and
spectral measures.3 For analyses, VOT data were pooled
across gender because there was no reason to expect
gender differences in production of VOT. Data on each
burst measure were analyzed separately. Because the main
question in this paper concerns differences in production
characteristics of tokens across CE and CF and not gender
differences per se, data were pooled across gender for
burst measures as well. Collapsing data across gender
yields a more robust analysis of differences between
languages.4 Finally, bilingual speakers’ production in each
language is compared with the respective monolingual
groups. In this section, t-tests are presented to determine
whether or not bilingual speakers behave like one or the
other monolingual group.
2

3

4

F1 and F2 were derived from LPC analysis with a 15 ms hamming
window centered at vowel steady state. Data on vowel formants are
available on request.
Note that although statistical significance can help identify possible
cues to voicing and place differences, listeners may not perceive
all statistically significant differences. Nevertheless, acoustic data
are useful to narrow down the perceptually relevant cues signaling
coronal place, as differences between groups that are not statistically
significant are not likely to signal perceptual differences reliably.
All the analyses were also carried out for male and female speakers
separately. The pattern of results for Language effects for each of the
two genders is identical to that reported here. When data from male
and female speakers are analyzed separately, simple effects of voicing
are sometimes different from those reported here.
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(A) Monolingual data

(B) Bilingual Data
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Figure 1. Distribution of VOT (ms) for /d/ (light bars) and /t/ tokens (dark bars) in Canadian English and Canadian French –
(A) Monolingual data, (B) Bilingual data. Each bar represents the number of tokens produced with VOT values within a
50 ms bin.

Monolingual speakers: Between-subjects comparison
In this section, data from monolingual speakers are
analyzed to confirm that they produce language-specific
differences in VOT, burst intensity and spectral measures
while producing coronal stops in CE and CF sentences.
For this purpose, General Linear Model (GLM) repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Language
(CE and CF) as the between-subjects variable and Voicing
(voiced and voiceless) as the within-subjects variable
were conducted. A GLM analysis provides more power
for comparisons of groups with unequal cell size. When
significant, interactions were explored for simple effects
of Language and Voicing using t-tests with Bonferroni’s
correction for multiple comparisons (p < 0.01).

VOT
The distributions of VOT for /d/ and /t/ in CE and CF
are summarized in Figure 1A. Overall, the distribution
of VOT in CE and CF was different. Monolingual CE

speakers produced 95.3% /d/ tokens with short-lag VOT
(0–30 ms) and 4.7% of tokens with lead VOT (less than
0 ms); 100% of /t/ tokens were produced with longlag VOT (greater than 30 ms). Monolingual CF speakers
produced 100% of /d/ tokens with lead VOT; and 100%
of /t/ tokens were produced with short-lag VOT. The
differences were confirmed by the ANOVA results. The
main effects of Language (F(1, 151) = 706, p < 0.01) and
Voicing (F(1, 151) = 1153, p < 0.01) and the interaction
of Language and Voicing (F(1, 151) = 84, p < 0.01)
were significant. Bonferroni’s post-hoc tests confirmed
that Language differences were significant for /d/ and
/t/; Voicing differences were also significant in both
languages – /d/ tokens had a lower VOT than /t/ tokens.
Relative burst intensity
The average relative burst intensities for monolingual
CE and CF speakers are summarized in Figure 2A.
Recall that a smaller relative intensity is a consequence
of a louder burst. Overall, monolingual CE speakers
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Figure 2. Average Relative Intensity (dB) for /d/ (light bars) and /t/ tokens (dark bars) in Canadian English and Canadian
French – (A) Monolingual data, (B) Bilingual data. Error bars represent standard deviations.
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Figure 3. Average Mean Burst Frequency (Hz) for /d/ (light bars) and /t/ tokens (dark bars) in Canadian English and
Canadian French – (A) Monolingual data, (B) Bilingual data. Error bars represent standard deviations.

produced louder bursts than monolingual CF speakers. In
the ANOVA, the main effects of Language (F(1, 142) =
123.8, p < 0.01) and Voicing (F(1, 142) = 56.2, p < 0.01)
and the interaction of Language and Voicing (F(1, 142) =
10.6, p < 0.01) were significant. Bonferroni’s post-hoc
tests confirmed that Language differences were significant
for /d/ and /t/; Voicing differences were also significant in
both languages – /d/ tokens had a greater relative intensity
than /t/ tokens.

Mean burst frequency
The average mean burst frequencies for monolingual CE
and CF speakers are summarized in Figure 3A. Overall,
monolingual CE speakers produced bursts with higher
mean frequency than monolingual CF speakers. In the
ANOVA, the main effects of Language (F(1, 142) =
76, p < 0.01) and Voicing (F(1, 142) = 44.9, p < 0.01)
were significant. Bonferroni’s post-hoc tests confirmed
that Language differences were significant for /d/ and
/t/; Voicing differences were also significant in both
languages – /d/ tokens had a lower mean frequency than
/t/ tokens.

SD of burst frequency
The average SD of burst frequency for monolingual CE
and CF speakers are summarized in Figure 4A. Overall,
monolingual CE speakers produced bursts with smaller
SD of burst frequency than monolingual CF speakers
indicating that compared to CF coronals, spectra of
CE coronals were compact with energy spread over a
smaller range of frequencies. In the ANOVA, the main
effects of Language 9F(1, 142) = 187.5, p < 0.01) and
Voicing (F(1, 142) = 12.7, p < 0.01) and the interaction
of Language and Voicing (F(1, 142) = 38.6, p < 0.01)
were significant. Bonferroni’s post-hoc tests confirmed
that Language differences were significant for /d/ and /t/;
voicing differences were significant only in CE, /d/ tokens
had a greater SD than /t/ tokens.

Skewness of burst frequency
The average Skewness of burst frequency for monolingual
CE and CF speakers are summarized in Figure 5A.
Overall, there was no consistent pattern for skewness.
As observed in Figure 5A, the direction of language
difference was not consistent across /d/ and /t/ tokens.
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Kurtosis of burst frequency
The average kurtosis of burst frequency for monolingual
CE and CF speakers are summarized in Figure 6A.
Overall, monolingual CE speakers produced bursts with
higher kurtosis than monolingual CF speakers indicating
that compared to CF coronals, spectra of CE coronals was
clearly defined with well resolved peaks. In the ANOVA,
main effects of Language (F(1, 142) = 65.8, p < 0.01) and
Voicing (F(1, 142) = 17.7, p < 0.01) and the interaction
of Language and Voicing (F(1, 142) = 19.1, p < 0.01)

were significant. Bonferroni’s post-hoc tests confirmed
that Language differences were significant for /d/ and /t/;
voicing differences were significant only in CE, /d/ tokens
had a lower kurtosis than /t/ tokens.
Summary
Analyses of data from monolingual speakers confirm
that when tokens are produced in sentences, monolingual
speakers produce language-specific differences in CE
and CF. Tokens across the two languages were different
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in VOT, relative intensity, mean, SD and kurtosis of
burst frequency. Furthermore, within CE, /d/ tokens were
different from /t/ tokens in VOT, relative intensity, mean
and SD of burst frequency, whereas within CF, /d/ tokens
were different from /t/ tokens in VOT, relative intensity
and mean burst frequency. The pattern of results for the
burst amplitude and spectral measures was similar to that
reported in Sundara (2005) for bisyllabic words produced
in isolation.
Bilingual speakers: Within-subject comparisons
In this section, data from bilinguals are analyzed
to ascertain whether they produce language-specific
differences in VOT, burst intensity and spectral measures
while producing coronal stops in CE and CF. For this
purpose, GLM repeated measures ANOVA with Language
(CE and CF) and Voicing (voiced and voiceless) as withinsubjects variables were carried out. When significant,
interactions were explored for simple effects of Language
and Voicing using t-tests with Bonferroni’s correction for
multiple comparisons (p < 0.01). Subsequent to analyzing
group patterns, individual subject data are examined to
determine how well group patterns reflect individual
performance. Note that a comparison of CE and CF tokens
for each subject is possible only for the bilingual group
because each subject acts as his/her control.
VOT
The distributions of VOT for /d/ and /t/ in CE and CF
are summarized in Figure 1B. Overall, the distribution of
VOT in CE and CF was different. In CE, bilingual speakers
produced 73.6% of /d/ tokens with lead VOT and 26.4%
of the tokens with short-lag VOT; 100% of the /t/ tokens
were produced with long-lag VOT. Thus, compared to
monolingual speakers, bilingual speakers produced more
/d/ tokens in CE with lead VOT. In CF, bilingual speakers
produced 100% of the /d/ tokens with lead VOT; 100% of
the /t/ tokens were produced with short-lag VOT. Similar
to the pattern observed for monolingual speakers, there
was no overlap in the distribution of VOT values for /d/
and /t/ in either CE or CF. In the ANOVA, the main effects
of Language (F(1, 132) = 162, p < 0.01) and Voicing (F(1,
132) = 1134, p < 0.01) were significant. Bonferroni’s
post-hoc tests confirmed that Language differences were
significant for /d/ and /t/; Voicing differences were also
significant in both languages – /d/ tokens had a lower
VOT than /t/ tokens.
Relative burst intensity
The average relative intensities for bilingual CE and CF
speakers are summarized in Figure 2B. Overall, unlike
the pattern observed for monolingual speakers, there was
no consistent difference in relative intensity between CE
and CF tokens produced by bilingual speakers. In the

ANOVA, the main effects of Language (F(1, 46) = 12.5,
p < 0.01) and the interaction of Language and Voicing
(F(1, 46) = 10.2, p < 0.01) were significant. Bonferroni’s
post-hoc tests confirmed that Language differences were
significant only for /t/ tokens. As can be seen in Figure 2B,
Voicing differences were in opposite directions in the two
languages, and significant only in CE – /d/ tokens were
softer and consequently had a greater relative intensity
than /t/ tokens. Thus, similar to the pattern observed for
monolingual speakers, bilingual speakers also produced
relative intensity differences between /d/ and /t/ tokens
in CE. However, unlike monolinguals, bilingual speakers
did not produce relative intensity differences between /d/
and /t/ in CF.
A caveat is in order before interpreting null effects on
this measure. Recall that in CF, /d/ tokens without clear
bursts were excluded from analyses; an absent or unclear
burst effectively guarantees a very large relative intensity
difference between the vowel and the burst, namely a
difference equal to the intensity of the vowel (about
60–65 dB). Including tokens without clear bursts in the
analyses would most likely make the differences between
/d/ tokens in CE and CF significant. Still, this pattern
is different from the pattern observed for monolingual
speakers in this study. For monolingual speakers, language
differences are significant even when tokens without clear
bursts are excluded from analysis.
Only one bilingual speaker produced language-specific
differences in relative intensity values in CE and CF.5
Of the remaining four speakers, two speakers produced
tokens in both languages with relative intensity similar
to or lower than relative intensity of monolingual CE
talkers, whereas two others produced tokens in both
languages with relative intensity values similar to the
relative intensity of monolingual CF talkers.
Mean burst frequency
The average mean burst frequencies for bilingual CE
and CF speakers are summarized in Figure 3B. Overall,
unlike the pattern observed for monolingual speakers,
there was no consistent difference in mean frequency
between CE and CF tokens produced by bilingual
speakers. In the ANOVA, Only the main effect of
Voicing (F(1, 46) = 20.7, p < 0.01) was significant. In
CE as well as CF, /d/ tokens had a lower mean burst
frequency than /t/ tokens; however, differences were
significant only in CE. Similar to the pattern observed for
monolingual speakers, bilingual speakers also produced
mean frequency differences between /d/ and /t/ tokens in
CE. However, unlike monolinguals, bilingual speakers did

5

An ANOVA of tokens produced by BF2 confirmed that tokens in CE
and CF were significantly different in relative intensity (F-value for
Language (1, 11) = 44, p < 0.001).
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not produce mean frequency differences between /d/ and
/t/ in CF.
Three bilingual speakers produced language-specific
differences in CE and CF.6 However, the direction of
difference between CE and CF tokens was reversed for
speaker BM2; he produced coronal stops in CE with
lower mean frequencies than in CF. Consequently, mean
frequency differences did not reliably distinguish between
CE and CF tokens. The remaining two speakers produced
tokens in both languages with mean frequency similar to
or higher than the mean frequency of monolingual CE
talkers.
SD of burst frequency
The average SD of burst frequency for bilingual CE
and CF speakers are summarized in Figure 4B. Overall,
similar to the pattern observed for monolingual speakers,
bilingual speakers consistently produced coronal stops
in CE with lower SD of burst frequency than in CF.
Thus, compared to CF coronals, spectra of CE coronals
were compact with energy spread over a smaller range
of frequencies. In the ANOVA, only the main effect of
Language (F(1, 46) = 69.8, p < 0.01) was significant.
Bonferroni’s post-hoc tests confirmed that Language
differences were significant for /d/ and /t/.
Four out of five bilingual subjects produced languagespecific differences in SD of burst frequency in CE and
CF.7 Even the fifth subject produced /d/ tokens differing
in SD of burst frequency in the two languages. Thus, SD
differences provided reliable cues to distinguish between
CE and CF coronal stops produced by individual bilingual
speakers as well.
Skewness of burst frequency
The average skewness of burst frequency for bilingual
CE and CF speakers are summarized in Figure 5B.
Overall, similar to the pattern observed for monolingual
speakers, there was no consistent pattern of language
difference either for group data or individual subject data
for Skewness in CE and CF. There were no significant
results in the ANOVA. Skewness was neither useful for
distinguishing between CE and CF tokens, nor between
voiced and voiceless tokens.

6

7

An ANOVA of tokens produced by BM1 (F-value (1, 5) = 56,
p < 0.01), BM2 (F-value Language (1,9) = 21, p < 0.01) and BF2
(F-value Language (1, 11) = 11.8, p < 0.01) confirmed that tokens in
CE and CF were significantly different in mean frequency.
To confirm the observation, an ANOVA with Language (CE and CF)
and Voicing (/d/ and /t/) as within subject variables was conducted
on tokens produced by individual speakers. Speakers BM2 (F-value
for Language (1, 9) = 20.4, p < 0.01), BF1 (F-value for Language (1,
10) = 26.5, p < 0.001), BF2 (F-value for Language (1, 11) = 15.5,
p < 0.01) and BF3 (F-value for Language (1, 7) = 55.8, p < 0.001)
produced significantly different SD for tokens across CE and CF.
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Kurtosis of burst frequency
The average kurtosis of burst frequency for bilingual CE
and CF speakers are summarized in Figure 6B. Overall,
similar to the pattern observed for monolingual speakers,
bilingual speakers consistently produced coronal stops
in CE with higher kurtosis than in CF. However, in the
ANOVA, the main effect of Language (F(1, 46) = 3.9,
p = 0.05) was only marginally significant.
Two bilingual speakers produced language-specific
differences in kurtosis in CE and CF.8 The remaining
three bilingual speakers produced values intermediate to
both monolingual groups. Thus, although kurtosis may
help to differentiate between CE and CF tokens produced
by bilingual speakers, it is clearly not as robust as SD at
the group or individual level.
Summary
Analyses of data from bilingual speakers indicate that like
monolingual speakers, bilingual speakers also produce
language-specific differences in CE and CF. Tokens
produced by bilinguals in the two languages were different
in VOT and SD of burst frequency. They were also
different on kurtosis and relative intensity; however,
unlike the tokens produced by monolinguals, these
differences were not large enough in the tokens produced
by the bilinguals to reach significance. Furthermore,
within CE, /d/ tokens were different from /t/ tokens in
VOT, relative intensity and mean burst frequency, whereas
within CF, /d/ tokens were different from /t/ tokens only
in VOT.
Bilingual versus monolingual speakers
In this section, analyses are presented to address how (if
at all) bilinguals differ from monolinguals in their production of coronal stops in the two languages. Group data
from bilingual subjects in each language are compared to
the respective monolingual group using t-tests to ascertain
if bilinguals behave in CE and CF like monolinguals.
In Table 2, results of t-tests are reported separately
for /d/ and /t/ because voicing differences were significant
for both monolingual and bilingual groups.
From Table 2 it is evident that bilingual speakers are
similar but not identical to the monolingual speakers.
Bilingual and monolingual speakers are more similar in
the production of /t/ than /d/. Importantly, on the two
variables on which both monolinguals and bilinguals
produce language-specific differences – VOT & SD of
burst frequency – there is a significant difference between
the two groups (see highlighted rows in Table 2). Further,it
8

An ANOVA of tokens produced by BM2 (F-value Language (1, 9) =
7.9, p < 0.05) and BF3 (F-value Language (1, 7) = 15.4, p < 0.01)
confirmed that tokens in CE and CF were significantly different in
kurtosis.
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is evident from the VOT data that the bilinguals do not
produce coronal stops in CE and CF with VOT values
intermediate to that of monolinguals. Thus, bilinguals are
different from L2 learners. Specifically, the differences
between bilinguals and monolinguals are not consistent
with a reduction or neutralization of voicing and place
distinctions in the speech produced by bilingual speakers.
Discussion
In the present study, acoustic analyses of /d/ and /t/initial words produced by simultaneous bilingual adults
and monolingual CE and CF speakers in sentence context
are reported. Simultaneous bilingual speakers as well
as monolinguals produced language-specific differences
to signal voicing differences in CE and CF. However,
simultaneous bilinguals relied on only a subset of cues
used by monolingual speakers of the two languages.
Besides VOT, monolingual CE speakers produced /d/ and
/t/ tokens differing in relative intensity, mean and SD of
burst frequency; monolingual CF speakers produced /d/
and /t/ tokens differing in relative intensity and mean burst
frequency. In contrast, simultaneous bilingual speakers
produced /d/ and /t/ tokens in CE differing in VOT, relative
intensity and mean frequency; they produced /d/ and /t/
tokens in CF differing only in VOT. Although voicing
differences can be signaled by other acoustic cues (onset
of fundamental frequency, onset of first formant frequency
and length of following vowel) not measured in the
present study, the differential use of burst amplitude and
spectral cues to signal voicing highlights differences in
phonetic implementation between simultaneous bilingual
and monolingual speakers.
Acoustic analysis of place differences as measured by
burst intensity and spectral cues also provides evidence for
language-specific differences across the two languages.

Monolingual CE and CF speakers produced coronal
stops in the two languages differing in relative intensity,
mean, SD and kurtosis of burst frequency; simultaneous
bilingual speakers produced coronal stops in the two
languages differing in SD and also in relative intensity
and kurtosis, although the latter differences were less
robust. Again, similar to the pattern observed for voicing,
bilingual speakers used only a subset of cues used by
monolingual speakers to signal place differences.
In the following sections, first, findings from
monolingual speakers are discussed in the context of
language-specific differences between CE and CF. Then,
the results from simultaneous bilingual speakers are
integrated with previous research investigating speech
production by children acquiring two languages from birth
to address developmental issues relating to dual language
exposure from birth. In the following section, findings
from simultaneous bilingual speakers are compared with
the data from early L2 learners to discuss effects
of differences in age of exposure. Finally, data from
simultaneous bilingual speakers are compared with data
from monolingual adults to discuss organization of
phonological systems in simultaneous bilingual adults.
Monolingual data
VOT results for coronal stop-initial words produced
in sentences by monolingual CE, but not monolingual
CF speakers, replicate analyses of tokens produced
in isolation by Caramazza et al. (1973) and Sundara
(2005). Consistent with previous reports, monolingual CE
speakers produced non-overlapping distributions of VOT
for /d/ and /t/. However, unlike previous reports, in a more
naturalistic context – for tokens produced in sentences –
there was no overlap in VOT for /d/ and /t/ produced by
monolingual CF speakers.
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There are two, mutually non-exclusive, explanations
to account for the differences in the VOT distributions
reported in this paper and the data reported by Caramazza
et al. (1973) and Sundara (2005). First, target word-initial
stops in the sentence frame were preceded by a voiced
segment, namely the vowel /i/ in the word dis, that is
more conducive to voicing during stop closure. Thus, the
phonetic context in the sentence context may account for
a greater number of CF /d/ tokens being produced with
lead rather than short-lag VOT.9 Second, overall shorter
syllable durations for the tokens produced in isolation
as compared to the tokens produced in the sentences
may also account for the overlap in VOT observed
in the former case. This was certainly the case when
syllable durations from this paper were compared to that
from tokens produced by the same speakers in isolation
(analyses for the latter are reported in Sundara, 2005).
Shorter syllable durations for repeated iterations of the
same word when compared to the first instance have been
previously reported (Fowler and Housum, 1987). Fowler
and Housum (1987) argue that the longer syllable duration
of the first utterance serves as a referent for subsequent
iterations. Recall that target words were first recorded in
sentence context, and hence longer than tokens produced
in isolation. Also, when reading items on a list, tokens
in utterance final position may be produced with a faster
rate of speech, which, in turn, results in shorter syllable
durations overall.
The non-overlapping distribution of VOT for /d/
and /t/ tokens produced in CF sentences calls into
question previous reports of dialectal differences in VOT
implementation in CF and French from France (European
French or EF). In a comparison of VOT patterns produced
by CF and EF speakers, Caramazza and Yeni-Komshian
(1974) report that unlike CF, EF speakers produce nonoverlapping VOT values associated with voiced and
voiceless stops. Typically, voiced stops in EF are produced
with lead VOT whereas voiceless stops are produced with
a short-lag VOT. Caramazza and Yeni-Komshian (1974)
attribute differences in the two dialects of French to the
development of CF with extensive contact with CE. VOT
patterns for /d/- and /t/-initial words produced in sentences
produced by CF speakers in this study are identical to
the patterns described by Caramazza and Yeni-Komshian
(1974) for EF speakers. In view of the results from this
study, VOT distributions produced by EF and CF speakers
need to be compared controlling for overall differences
in syllable duration and phonetic context to make
strong claims about phonetic change relating to language
contact.

9

We would like to thank Susan Guion for pointing out the difference in
phonetic context for tokens produced in isolation and in the sentence
context.
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Bilingual data
Developmental consequences of dual
language exposure
Recall that developmental data from simultaneous
bilingual children indicate that these children produce
language-specific differences in the production of /t/
but not /d/ (Watson, 1990; Khattab, 2000; Johnson and
Wilson, 2002), primarily because bilingual children do
not produce /d/ tokens with lead VOT even by age
10. VOT data reported in this study confirm that adult
bilinguals exposed to two languages from birth indeed
produce language-specific differences for /t/ as well as
/d/ in their two languages. Furthermore, by adulthood,
simultaneous bilinguals have mastered production of lead
VOT, suggesting that differences in VOT production for
voiced stops observed between bilingual and monolingual
children are likely to reflect a difference in rate of
acquisition.
Effects of age of exposure
To evaluate the effects of age of exposure on phonetic
implementation when two groups of speakers are exposed
to dual language input, phonetic implementation by
simultaneous bilingual adults is compared in this section
to the patterns reported in the literature for L2 learners.
A comparison of data from acoustic analyses of speech
produced by adult simultaneous bilingual speakers tested
in this study and L2 learners reveals similarities as well
as differences. Language-specific differences in VOT of
/t/ tokens reported here for simultaneous bilingual adults
have also been reported by Caramazza et al. (1973) and
others (Williams, 1979; Flege and Eefting, 1987a; Flege,
1991; Grosjean and Miller, 1994) for early L2 learners.
However, although early L2 learners produce languagespecific differences in VOT in their two languages having
learned to produce long-lag VOT in their L2, they still
remain significantly different from monolingual speakers.
Recall that Caramazza et al. report that early L2 learners
produced /t/ in French like monolingual CF speakers, but
they produced /t/ in English with VOT intermediate to
monolingual CE and CF speakers. This was clearly not
the case for simultaneous bilingual adults recorded in
this study. In CE as well as in CF, VOT for /t/ tokens
produced by bilinguals (Mean = 68.7, SD = 21; 18.9,
6) and monolinguals (71.7, 21; 20.7, 4) was virtually
identical. Therefore, early exposure seems crucial for the
development of native-like VOT values for /t/ tokens in
CE and CF.
Although simultaneous bilingual adults and early L2
learners may differ in language use patterns as well as
the nature of their early input, recent research suggests
that native-like VOT values for voiceless stops can be
established when there is early input even in the absence
of regular use of the two languages (Au, Knightly,
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Jun and Oh, 2002). In their study, Au and colleagues
compared English-speaking adults who had been exposed
to Spanish for about nine hours a week for at least three
years between birth and age 6 years with adult L2 learners
of Spanish without this early exposure. Au et al. (2002)
report that compared to adult L2 learners, childhood
overhearers had more native-like accents when speaking
Spanish. They also produced /t/ tokens with short-lag
VOT values comparable to productions by native Spanish
speakers. Thus, early effects of speech input on VOT of
voiceless stops may persist up to adulthood, even in cases
when exposure has been discontinued.
Data on production of lead VOT by L2 learners
exposed to a second language early in life are scarce
for a variety of reasons. First, most studies investigate
L2 learners of English, and voiced tokens in English
are typically produced with short-lag VOT. Second,
even within monolingual English speakers, there is
considerable variability in the production of voiced
tokens. Several researchers have reported that in American
English, monolingual speakers also produce voiced tokens
with lead VOT (Flege and Eefting, 1987b; Mack, 1989),
possibly due to idiolectal and dialectal variations between
subject populations. Consequently, in English, voiced
tokens with either lead or short-lag VOT are considered
native-like. Third, although native English listeners have
been demonstrated to be sensitive to small deviations in
long-lag VOT in voiceless stops produced by non-native
speakers (Flege and Hammond, 1982; Flege, 1984), there
is no evidence to indicate that native English listeners are
able to detect differences in lead VOT in voiced stops.
Although Caramazza et al. (1973) do not report
averages for /d/ for CF speakers learning CE, given that
their L2 learners were native speakers of CF and /d/ tokens
in CF are produced with lead VOT, production of lead
VOT is unlikely to be problematic. This is borne out in
the frequency distribution of VOT values presented in
Caramazza et al; L2 learners produced voiced tokens
in CE and CF with lead VOT. Hazan and Boulakia (1993)
provide data from English speaking adults who had started
learning French before 5 years of age. They report that
early L2 learners of French produced voiced tokens with
lead VOT in both languages, but differentiated between
lead VOT for English and French /b/.
Simultaneous bilingual speakers in this study also
produced voiced tokens with lead VOT in both languages.
Also, like the early L2 learners (Hazan and Boulakia,
1993), simultaneous bilinguals produced /d/ in CE and
CF with significantly different lead VOT values. Given
that early L2 learners as well as simultaneous bilingual
adults are able to produce voiced tokens with lead VOT, it
is unlikely that production of lead VOT is determined
by early experience alone. Thus, the effects of early
exposure are evident in the production of some, but not all
segments.

Phonological organization in bilinguals
The similarities and differences in production of VOT by
L2 learners and monolinguals are particularly pertinent
when discussing underlying phonological systems of L2
learners. Inferences about the phonological system of L2
learners in production studies require two pieces of data.
First, language-specific differences in the production of
the phonetic segments in the two languages by L2 learners
must be established to provide necessary evidence for
two systems of representation, one for each language.
Then, phonetic implementation by L2 learners must be
compared to implementation by monolingual or native
controls to determine whether the two systems are
independent. Specifically, in the psycholinguistic and L2
research tradition, differences between L2 learners and
monolinguals that cannot be attributed to input alone are
considered a consequence of cross-language influences or
interactions.
Recall that the previously available VOT data from
children exposed to two languages from birth are
consistent with two language systems for /t/ but not
/d/ (Watson, 1990; Khattab, 2000; Johnson and Wilson,
2002). In this study, to optimize the likelihood of
obtaining language-specific differences, simultaneous
bilingual subjects were recorded in two sessions, each
conducted only in CE or in CF by different testers. The
data from simultaneous bilingual adults as well indicates
language-specific production of coronal stops in CE and
CF providing the necessary evidence for two systems, one
for each language. We demonstrate this for voicing as well
as place differences in coronal stops.
Although simultaneous bilinguals and monolinguals
produce language-specific differences in coronals stops
in CE and CF, they differ in two ways. First, simultaneous
bilinguals use only a subset of acoustic cues used by
monolinguals to differentiate coronal stops in CE and
CF. This is evident from the comparison of group data
as well as in the performance of individual simultaneous
bilingual subjects. Second, even when simultaneous
bilinguals and monolinguals produce language-specific
differences in CE and CF on the same variables,
they are significantly different. This is evident from
t-test comparisons of VOT, relative intensity, SD and
Kurtosis of burst frequency presented in Table 2. Unless
input received by bilinguals can be characterized as
qualitatively different from that received by monolinguals,
the differences in phonetic implementation between
bilingual and monolingual speakers cannot be reconciled
as relating to language-experience alone.
The differences between phonetic implementation
by simultaneous bilinguals and monolinguals provide
evidence for cross-language influences or interactions
between the two languages of the simultaneous bilinguals.
Although interactions between the two languages have
been explored in detail in the case of L2 learners
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(Grosjean, 1989; Best, 1995; Flege et al., 2003),
the idea of interactions between the languages of
simultaneous bilinguals is fairly new. More importantly,
this study provides the first evidence that interactions
between the languages of simultaneous bilinguals are not
developmentally transcribed and hence, temporary; these
interactions continue to be evident even in the productions
of adult simultaneous bilinguals.
The differences between bilinguals and monolinguals
can also be thought to model the effects engendered by
language contact within an individual producer/perceiver
that may serve as precursors for language change. Thus,
it is likely that cross-language interactions are governed
by universal constraints on organization of speech
perception/production behavior and human learning
mechanisms. Specifically, phonetic implementation by
bilinguals may reflect an economy in the use of phonetic
and articulatory routines, as suggested by Watson (1990,
1996), or a strategy to make perceptual distinctions
more salient, or some combination of the two. Several
researchers have previously suggested that perceptual
distinctiveness and articulatory ease play a crucial role
in modeling language change and in explaining language
acquisition (Liljencrants and Lindblom, 1972; Ohala,
1978, 1990; Lindblom, 1983, 1990; Ohala and Ohala,
1993; Boersma, 1998).
The results from this study support the idea that
coronal stops produced by bilingual speakers may be
perceptually more distinct than coronal stops produced
by monolingual speakers. Consider the VOT differences
between /d/ and /t/ tokens produced by monolingual and
bilingual speakers. The difference between VOT for /d/
and /t/ tokens produced by bilinguals in CE (147.6 ms)
as well as CF (134.9 ms) was greater than the difference
between VOT for /d/ and /t/ produced by monolingual CE
(63.3 ms) or CF (110.7 ms) speakers. Because greater
differences in VOT between voiced and voiceless tokens
are more likely to be detected than smaller ones, it can be
argued that voicing differences in coronal stops produced
by bilinguals are more perceptually salient than voicing
differences produced by monolinguals.
Cues for place differences, however, cannot be
compared as easily as VOT differences because these
comparisons need to be made across speakers for the
monolingual group whereas for the simultaneous bilingual
group, the comparison is within-speaker. Researchers
have previously suggested that as a direct consequence of
having one or other (but not both) subgroup of coronal
stops in the phonetic inventory, English speakers are
more variable while producing English /d/ (Jongman
et al., 1985; Stevens, Keyser and Kawasaki, 1985). Dental
allophones of /d/ and /t/ occur in English, specifically
preceding inter-dental consonants; some researchers have
claimed that coronal consonants are dentalized in several
dialects of English (Francis, 1958) or even that some
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English speakers do not distinguish between dental and
alveolar stops, often interchanging them (Dixon, 1980).
It may be argued that because simultaneous bilinguals
are exposed to two sub-groups of coronal stops, they
produce more distinct distributions of coronals stops when
compared to monolinguals. A comparison of production
of coronal stops by simultaneous bilingual speakers and
speakers of Australian languages where coronal place
distinctions contrast meaning are needed to test this
hypothesis.
The similarities in phonetic production by different
kinds of language learners, on the other hand, reflect
robust effects of specific language-experience. For
production of segments, speakers often rely on multiple
cues, some of which are necessary, some sufficient and still
others redundant. The cues used consistently by different
kinds of native speakers, bilinguals and monolinguals,
can help identify the core cues that constitute native-like
behavior and also isolate cues that are less relevant in
signaling phonetic contrasts. Therefore, the similarities
between bilinguals and monolinguals inform us about
acquisition by narrowing the aspects of segmental
perception and production that emerge from native
language exposure alone.
Recall that native CE and CF listeners did not rate
spontaneous speech samples produced by monolingual
and bilingual speakers differently indicating that native
listeners did not perceive differences in phonetic
implementation by monolingual and simultaneous
bilingual speakers. Arguably, because simultaneous
bilinguals produce coronal stops in the two languages
differing on fewer acoustic cues than monolinguals but
with no perceptible consequences, bilinguals’ productions
of coronal stops in the two languages can be considered
more streamlined than the productions of monolinguals.
Thus, differences in VOT and SD may be necessary and
sufficient to characterize native-like productions of /d/ and
/t/ in CE and CF.
In the absence of articulatory data, it remains unclear
what the articulatory gestures underlying coronal stop
production in CE and CF are. Besides place of articulation
differences which are manifested as differences in relative
burst intensity, researchers have suggested that sub-groups
of coronal stops differ in the length of constriction
(Chomsky and Halle, 1968) or the active articulator used
to make the constriction (Stevens et al., 1985). Future
research is needed to determine how differences in place,
length of constriction, and active articulator (tongue tip or
tongue blade) relate to mean, SD, skewness and kurtosis
of burst frequency (for a more detailed discussion of
hypothesized articulatory correlates of spectral moments
see Sundara (2005)).
Although the subjects in this study were exposed to
both English and French at home from birth, no claim
is made as to whether their input was balanced across
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their two languages. As De Houwer and Bornstein (2003)
report, even in “one-parent one-language” families, the
amount of input received by infants in each of the two
languages is seldom 50–50. As indicated, the five subjects
were chosen such that they were using both languages
regularly in the home and work context and were heard
as being native-like by monolingual listeners. Clearly
a greater number of simultaneous bilinguals do not fit
these criteria than do. Thus, no claim is made about how
bilinguals typically behave. Such a claim would require
testing of much larger sample sizes of simultaneous
bilingual individuals than has been done here.
What the study does demonstrate unequivocally is that
even when bilinguals sound like monolinguals, they differ
from each other in implementation of phonetic segments,
quite possibly to highlight perceptual differences or for
articulatory ease. What remains to be confirmed is if,
indeed, accommodations made by bilinguals are more
perceptually distinct or easier to produce articulatorily. In
any case, the documentation of effects of dual language
exposure from birth provides an essential baseline for
investigations of development of simultaneous bilinguals
and effects of age of L2 exposure on production of place
and voicing differences.
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